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Magic Paragraph No. 1 

: 

 

1. Traffic jam 

2. Eve tesing 

3. Load shedding 

4. Climate change 

5. coopying in examination 

6. Violence in campus 

7. Road Accident 

8. Terrorism  

9. Deforestation 

10.  Enviorment pollution 

11.  Greenhouse effect  

12.  Smoking 

13.  Air, Water, Sound, Arsenic …………….pollution.  

14.  political Instability 

15.  Computer 

16.  Acid throwing  

17.  Hartal 

18.  Dowry system  

19.  Street children / begger  

20.  Child Laboure in bangladesh  

21.  Aids  
 

(****) coused by humans is a concerning issue  in the third world countries 

like bangladesh. It is a penilous thing for our life. We cannot lead a normal 

life for this problem. Almost everyone we find and hear the news and views 

about it on the newspaper, internet, radio and TV. Everybody knows that it 

is a big and serious issue. The couses of (***) is the negligence of some 

important people. Government should tackle the problem shortly to biuld 

up a better nation and a better future for its citizens and also to build up  a 

better world for living. In the developed countries, this kind of issue is very 

nare. But In the developing countries like Bangladesh , the effect of this 

problem is acute and we are not aware of talking appropriate measures to 

remove it from our country. The lead impacts of it is untold. We should 

relize that it spoils and destnoys the peace and happiness of our life and 

ruins the standerd of our livings, Governments cannot solve the problem 

alone . People should help the government to address this serious problem. 

This drakness of our country should be wiped out as soon as possibele to 

lead our nation in a right way as well as to achive our goods of vision 2021.  
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Word –Meaning: penilous = dangereous , negligence =   

imprudent =  . acute=   untold =     ruins 

=   drawleacks =  . Wisped out =   

 

Magic Paragraph No. 2 

 
 

 Invention  Good side & bad side. 

In the last two decades, the world has exparoenced a big breakthrough. 

(*****) is one of the most wonderful achievments of modern science of this 

epoch. In the present era (*****) is playing increasingly crucial 

contrileution in our lives. But in the meantime whether it is ablessing or a 

curse has sparked much debate. Some people argue that the (***) has 

fundamentally benefacial instuence. On Our lives while many others 

contend that it has derimental effects as well.  

(****) not only plays a pivital role in the development of economy, but also 

promotes the exchange of cultures between defferebts counttryies. To start 

with , it is the (***) that helped many corporate to become an iternational 

groups, thereley making contnitation to local economy and employment .  

Moreover, people worldwide can know each other better  through (*****) . 

It is easy see that a more and more Hollywood blockbuster shows the 

cutlures on (***) different from American , some recent example are 

kungfu panda and Mummy.  

People are growing remarkably dependent on those mordern itilites, which 

make them handicapped when it comes to paring a cup of tea. In addition , 

psychologists suggest that one of the main reasons for suicidal rate increase 

in recent electric inventions. This is due that humans by nature stay 

emotionally healthy through socializing , but due to the importance of 

modern technology to maintain a financially satisfying standerd of life they 

gradually isolate themeselves. As time passes , each of these indiwduals are 

getting stuck in a virous circle of loneliness that eventualy leads to suicidal 

attempts especially among yougers .  

In conclusion, similar to every other invetion, (***) has its benifits and 

drawlecks . I personally think it att depends upon how we use the given 

tools. Modertion is the key here to keep the balance and allow us to live in 

harmony.  
 

Word-meaning: 

Moderation =  blockbuster =  

sucidal =  sparked =    
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Magic Paragraph No. 3 

 

 
    (Faborite Teacher, Father, Mother, Grandfather, 

Grandmother, Brother, Sister, Favorite Person, Favorite uncel/Poet etc.)  
 

 

 

 

The name of (****) is ( NAME) . He is about _____years old. He 

is a considerate and sympethic . He is Favorite to me for various 

reasons . He teaches me at home . He also teaches me how to 

speak in english fluently and correctly. Whenever, I become sick 

,he becomes very anxious and comes to see me. But when I come 

round hw has joyous expression on his face . He is always careful 

and conscioous of my education. He alwsys advise me to take the 

paith of honesty . I follow his advise to fuild up my character and 

career.I like him very much becuse he looks after me every step of 

my life. After all, he is undoutetedly an ideal (****) beacuse of his 

extroardinary and gentle behaviours. So, he is my mosty favorite 

(****) . 


